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First, you have the Temple University Owls who are now an Independent team. Previously, Temple was a member of the Big East
Conference until asked to leave. Temple has always been a perennial loser in the Big East but by 2007 this college will join the MAC.
Unless this Owl changes its feathers, they could replace Buffalo as one of the MAC Conference's worst football teams. Of course the Owls
will really have to give a hoot and a holler not to be in that position.
Next, you have the New Mexico State Aggies who hail from the WAC conference. The Aggies were formally in the Sunbelt Conference
(SBC). In their zest and zeal to move to a better conference, they forgot that the competition might be a little stronger than the SBC.
While they had a losing record in the SBC, nothing prepared them for this season at 0-12. Even Utah State and Idaho moved from
the SBC to the WAC. They also maintained their losing ways. These schools paled in comparsion to the Aggies. This makes the Aggies
even worse than Temple. What garnered them the extra loss you ask. Well, the Aggies traveled to Hawaii and lost to the Warriors 49 to
to 28. I guess the sand and surf was too much to pass up for a football game. Now I know you're pondering the question how can they
play 12 regular season games under NCAA rules. The NCAA only recognizes games played in the continental US. Your geography
lesson is: Hawaii is in the Pacific Ocean and not in North America. The continental US is in North America.
Well, there you have it the 2005 Toliet Bowl. You have the New Mexico State Aggies versus the Temple UniversityOwls. I have yet to
to figure out what is an Aggie. Quite possibily it is an acronym for agriculture because one of their other logos shows a man in a cowboy
hat with a lasso. If that is true then the Aggies might be cattle/grain farmers. If that is the case then these farmers, I mean Aggies,
should like the Owls. After all owls are predators and keep little varmits from the crop fields. How can an Aggie beat up on an Owl;
they're just friends. If not, PETA, EPA or SPCA should intervene. After all, someone has to save us from this messy game by any
means possible.

